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DISCLAIMER

Please note that the information provided in this newsletter regarding historical profit/losses from racing investments is for informational purposes 

only. It should not be considered as financial or investment advice.

Investing on horse and greyhound racing involves a degree of risk, and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The 

outcomes of horse races are subject to various factors and uncertainties that can influence the results.

We strongly encourage all readers to exercise caution and to bet responsibly. Set a budget for your betting activities and only wager amounts that 

you can afford to lose.

Gambling can be addictive, and if you or someone you know is struggling with gambling-related issues, we recommend seeking professional help 

or contacting relevant support organizations.

By accessing and using the information in this newsletter, you acknowledge that you understand the risks associated with gambling and that you 

assume full responsibility for any actions you take based on the information provided.

All pages and content within this newsletter are explicitly 18+ only. Gamble Responsibly. Visit www.gamblinghelponline.org.au or call Gambling 

Help on 1800 858 858.

http://www.gamblinghelponline.org.au/


SUMMARY
Greetings,

We are thrilled to bring you the Statfreaks July 2023 Bulletin, your go-to source for the latest and most intriguing insights into the world of 

statistical horse and greyhound racing analysis.

In our current edition, we delve into the exciting realms of the preceding month's statistical performance. We draw attention to the riders, trainers, 

and unique combinations that have performed well throughout June 2023. In addition, our tracking table receives its latest updates with these 

riders, trainers and combinations.

Furthermore, we set our investigative lens on the intricate web of correlations between favorites and a handpicked selection of Statfreaks' 

proprietary variables. This detailed analysis allows us to further understand the interplay of myriad factors that contribute to a successful short-

listing approach.

In our commitment to provide balanced coverage, we highlight both sides of the coin. On one hand, we shine a light on those who have exceeded 

expectations, with models demonstrating excellent performances, aligning closely with our data predictions. Simultaneously, we turn our focus 

towards historical models that present enticing opportunities to lay certain runners on Betfair, allowing our subscribers the chance to consider 

counterintuitive betting strategies.

Our July 2023 issue doesn't end there! It also features several models with high strike rates that are worth keeping an eye on.

We trust that this edition of our newsletter will provide you with valuable insights and contribute positively to your love for the racing code. Enjoy 

reading and Happy Racing!



TABLE OF CONTENTS – THIS EDITION

TITLE DESCRIPTION

OUR METHODOLOGY High level detail with the tools and systems we use to generate analysis and insights.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS – JUNE 23 Questions and Answers submitted via the contact form.

• Pricing up a race in Racing Analytics

• Quick Back-up runners

• Track’s that have a bias for lead runners

J/T ROLLING /TRACKING SUMMARY UPDATE Rolling table containing past rider/trainer and combo listings tracked each month.

• Rider

• Trainer

• Combo’s

ANALYSIS MODELS

• Lay betting 2 x Models Horse Racing.

• Win betting 2 x Models Horse Racing Favourites.

• Top Performing Data Greyhounds 2023

NEW WEBSITE VIRTUAL DATA TABLES • Quick Backup Horses – 5 to 6 Days Last Start

• First-Up Horse Racing Trainers – Rank 1-4 (AUS)



OUR METHODOLGY

Harnessing the Power of the Racing Analytics Expert Form Database Platform.

Our examination of horse racing data is anchored by the Racing Analytics - Expert Form platform, the Statfreaks plugin, and Betfair's rich 

historical data.

The Racing Analytics platform is our primary tool for investigating the vast array of data from various races. With it, we scrutinize the 

performance histories of horses, jockeys, and trainers, and dissect diverse variables.

Statfreaks amplifies our analysis, providing advanced statistical capabilities for pattern recognition and predictive modeling. Betfair's 

historical data offers a broad base for our exploration, contributing a wealth of information.

For those keen on conducting personal research, the platform is accessible via subscription at www.rapro.com.au. Here, you can engage 

directly with the same data environment we utilize for our analysis and discover your own unique insights.

* Additional Paid Addon/Subscription

✓ 400+ variables pre and post race.

✓ Develop your own historical custom-built models.

✓ Transform models into shortlisted contenders for future events.

✓ Perform backward simulations using Betfair SP Win/Place/Lay.

✓ Monitor selections & conduct retrospective analysis.

✓ Combine Statfreaks AI data with advanced form analysis, mapping, 

enhanced statistics and race pricing profiles.

✓ Speed, Class, *IVR/Sectional Benchmarking & *Live Yard
ENQUIRE NOW

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM – SF MODULE

ENQUIRE NOW

400+ Variables/Measures

Pricing Module

Detailed Form/Ratings/Splits

Advanced Mapping

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
WILL RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM AUTOMATICALLY 

PRICE UP A RACE?

Indeed, the "Racing Analytics - Expert Form" toolset does come with 

the built-in ability to automatically generate pricing for a race. This 

feature works with the base ability to switch between speed or class 

profiles, along with the unique Statfreaks rating, to deliver accurate 

and dependable race pricing.

The Expert mode takes things up a notch by offering additional 

configuration options. This lets you modify the intensity of the pricing 

computation, allowing for more aggressive or conservative 

approaches. You can also adjust the market percentage and compare 

your calculated price with the average fixed price in the current 

market to ascertain your advantage or "edge".

Once the race is assigned a price, it can then be seamlessly 

transitioned to the Racing Analytics analyzer for retroactive simulation 

testing. Over time, this feature enables you to verify and refine your 

approach to adjusting and rating races. It provides valuable feedback 

on whether your strategies lean towards excessive aggressiveness or 

excessive conservatism, ultimately helping you fine-tune your 

expertise with rating runners.

HAVE A QUESTION?: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

Expert Mode – Speed Profile

Statfreaks Mode

Expert Mode – Class Profile

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Do you have any statistical models/analysis around horses that back up quickly after there last start? 

Analysing a few variables with the RAPRO platform with data from 2022 to current, we have sliced up a few views with highlight horses that have 

backed up between 1-6 days from there last start.

Have a question?: www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/

Quick Backup 1-6 Days
Quick Backup 1-6 Days, Trainers by State, more than 20 

runners

The data indicates that horses on a 4,5-day backup is the zone where the wins strike rate is the highest, with a slight edge on betfair with 

flat betting and commission already factored in. When we combine this with the Statfreaks AI data, if a horse has a rating of 6.1, it 

confirms that the AI also considering this 4 to 5-day rest period. The last image on the right shows the trainers in certain states who've 

had more than 20 horses race after just a 4 to 5-day rest since 2022, and how well they've performed.

Quick Backup 1-6 Days, SFR = 6.1

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Which track’s work well with your statfreaks predicted lead/settling 

position 1 and predicted 200m position 1 variables?

A review using the statfreaks AI data that predicts the race outcome before it 

happens, we notice several racecourses where we expect a horse to be in first 

place both when settling into the race and at the 200m point.

Moonee Valley being at the top of the list is not unexpected, given its sharp 

turns and short final stretch.

Statfreaks Team Additional Notes:

For horses that match the conditions at these racecourses, we strongly suggest 

doing more detailed race form research. It's especially important to be cautious 

with horses that might end up in a wide position on the track due to starting 

from a wide barrier, as they could use up too much energy at the start of the 

race.

Have a question?: www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/
http://www.rapro.com.au/


JOCKEY/TRAINER REVIEW PROCESS

At the end of each month, we identify the top jockeys and trainers based on our detailed data analysis. These are individuals who have 

consistently demonstrated exceptional strike rate performance and contributed to profitable outcomes when ranked high on our statfreaks ratings. 

Instead of just acknowledging their performance for the previous month, we add them to our watchlist for the coming months. When a rider/trainer 

has dropped out of market performance for more than 3 months rolling, they are removed from the tracking table. 

Every month, we'll revisit these top performers in a dedicated edition of our newsletter. We will re-analyze their performance during this period, 

looking at their wins, losses, and overall profitability using the Betfair Starting Price. This approach will help us understand the longer-term 

patterns and consistency of these high achievers, providing you with a more holistic view of their performance. We believe this system can 

provide an extra edge over the market.

The following sections will present the completed analysis for June 2023 and provide an update on the tracking table system.



JOCKEY'S (AUD)

The below table display’s riders that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover for June 2023.

These riders combined with Statfreaks AI data have outperformed market expectations and were profitable for June 2023.

Throughout the month of June 2023, these jockeys have successfully secured rides that have proven to be extremely advantageous in the races they have 

participated in. Therefore, it is recommended to prioritize and consider each of their rides when they are ranked as the top contenders in a race based on 

statfreaks ratings. Additionally, it is important to assess whether any prevailing conditions on the race day further reinforce the selection, enhancing the 

potential for a favorable investment.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP, grouped by state.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING RIDERS

June 2023

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TRAINER’S (AUD)

The table below showcases trainers from June 2023, who achieved a win rate of 33% or higher when ranked as number 1 (the top contender) based on 

our Statfreaks AI ratings. These trainers have surpassed market expectations and proven to be profitable for June 2023.

It is of utmost importance to consistently monitor the performance of these trainers over time, as their results can be influenced by various factors such as 

the season and the specific horses they have in their care. Additionally, it is crucial to thoroughly evaluate any runner trained by these trainers that ranks 

as the top contender in a race. Considering the dynamic nature of racing conditions on the day and gathering additional insights from the mounting yard, 

such assessments will significantly contribute to identifying a solid advantage over the market.

Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP, grouped by state.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING TRAINERSJune 2023

http://www.rapro.com.au/


JOCKEY/TRAINER COMBO (AUD)  - JUNE 2023 ANALYSIS

Last month’s jockey/trainer combo’s striking a win equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a positive 

profit on turnover for the month of June 2023. These combos combined with Statfreaks AI data have outperformed market expectations and were 

profitable for June 2023.

These combinations have displayed impressive performance when ranked as the best in a race according to our statfreaks rating, boasting a high success 

rate in both winning and placing. It is essential to monitor these pairings closely when they are top-rated in a race based on statfreaks data. Additionally, 

assessing the runner's adaptability to any altering conditions on the day of the race will be crucial, as it could potentially offer a significant market 

advantage.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP, grouped by state.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING COMBO’SJune 2023

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TRACKING SUMMARY- RIDERS

Discover the power of our Horse Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

Updated rider tracking table for June 2023, and active for July 2023.

TRACKING JOCKEY STATE May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23

ACTIVE Aaron Bullock NSW 1

ACTIVE Ashley Morgan NSW 1 2

ACTIVE Ben Allen VIC 1 2

ACTIVE Ben Thompson QLD 1

ACTIVE Billy Egan VIC 1

ACTIVE Christian Reith NSW 1

ACTIVE Dean Yendall VIC 1 2

ACTIVE Harry Coffey VIC 1

ACTIVE James Orman QLD 1

ACTIVE Jean Van Overmeire NSW 1

ACTIVE Lachlan Neindorf SA 1

ACTIVE Ms Linda Meech VIC 1 2

ACTIVE Ryan Maloney VIC 1 2

ACTIVE Ryan Wiggins QLD 1 2

ACTIVE William Pike WA 1 2

PROFITABLE ON BETFAIR WINSP

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/horse-racing/


TRACKING SUMMARY- TRAINERS

Discover the power of our Horse Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

Updated Trainer tracking table for June 2023, and active for July 2023.

TRACKING TRAINER STATE May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23

ACTIVE Annabel Neasham NSW 1 2

ACTIVE C J Waller NSW 1 1

ACTIVE C Maher & D Eustace VIC 1

ACTIVE D & B Pearce WA 1 2

ACTIVE K A Lees NSW 1

ACTIVE R & C Jolly SA 1

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/horse-racing/


TRACKING SUMMARY- RIDER/TRAINER COMBO’S

Discover the power of our Horse Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

Updated Rider/Trainer combo tracking table for June 2023, and active for July 2023.

TRACKING JOCKEY/TRAINER COMBO STATE May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23

ACTIVE Harry Coffey - C Maher & D Eustace VIC 1

ACTIVE Jake Toeroek - R & C Jolly SA 1 2

ACTIVE Jarrod Todd - G Clarke NT 1

ACTIVE Jett Stanley - Annabel Neasham NSW 1 2

ACTIVE Lachlan Neindorf - G Richards & D Moyle SA 1

ACTIVE Montana Philpot - S W Kendrick QLD 1

ACTIVE Ms Simone Altieri - Anthony Barton WA 1

ACTIVE Ryan Wiggins - Ricky Vale QLD 1 2

ACTIVE William Pike - D & B Pearce WA 1 2

PROFITABLE ON BETFAIR WINSP

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/horse-racing/


JOCKEY/TRAINER & COMBO 
UPCOMING

Q/A: How can I obtain a list of upcoming runners daily where 

statfreaks are tracking the rider/trainer and combos?

✓From the statfreaks membership portal with paid subscription access. 

Web link: www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-

upcoming-aus-56522/

✓Running an analysis model from the racing analytics – expert form 

database platform with statfreaks module.

Enquire: www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/

Virtual Statfreaks Data Table

Racing Analytics Expert Form Analyser

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


LAY BETTING – BETFAIR

Welcome to lay betting, a unique betting strategy on Betfair. Unlike traditional betting where you bet on an outcome to 

happen, lay betting allows you to bet against an outcome.

In horse racing, when you lay a horse, you're betting it won't win. If any other horse wins, your bet wins. If the horse you 

laid wins, your bet loses. Essentially, you're acting as the bookmaker.

The odds in lay betting are reverse of traditional betting. For example, if you lay a horse at odds of 4.0 with a $10 stake, 

you'll win $10 if the horse loses. However, if the horse wins, you'll have to pay out $30. The liability (the amount you 

could lose) in lay betting can often be more than the amount you stand to win.

In essence, lay betting allows you to profit not only from picking winners, but also from picking losers. It's a valuable tool 

that, once mastered, can significantly broaden your betting strategy.

Ready to take the next step? Click here to get started with Lay Betting on Betfair!

https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


LAY BETTING – MODEL 1
This model isolates riders where we have them ranked best in the race, although sit outside the Top 4 ranked ratings in that race. The thought 

process here, is that many good rides are over bet, even when they are on rides that are heavily disadvantaged/not suited to the race.

Statfreaks Team Additional Notes

For any runner that meets the criteria on this shortlist, we highly 

recommend conducting additional form analysis, and isolating 

runners who will be heavily disadvantage on the day due to track 

bias, and possible caught out wide most of the trip.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Statfreaks Filters
• DQ: 100

• RK: greater than 4

• RIR: greater or equal 8 runners in race

• JR: 1

• BR: Greater or equal to 3 

• SLB: Less than 0

• SET: Greater than 1

Market Filters
• Betfair Lay Win Price: between $2.2 and $8

• AU Races only

Click here to get started with Lay Betting on 

Betfair!

http://www.rapro.com.au/
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


LAY BETTING – MODEL 2
This model is focused on the track “Sunshine Coast” where our barrier rating variable historically works well.  

Statfreaks Team Additional Notes

For any runner that meets the criteria on this shortlist, we highly 

recommend conducting additional form analysis, and isolating 

runners who will be heavily disadvantage on the day due to track 

bias, and possible caught out wide most of the trip.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Statfreaks Filters
• DQ: 100

• RK: greater than 4

• RIR: greater or equal 8 runners in race

• JR: 1

• BR: Greater or equal to 2 

• Track: Sunshine Coast

Market Filters
• Betfair Lay Win Price: between $2.2 and $8

• AU Races only

Click here to get started with Lay Betting on 

Betfair!

http://www.rapro.com.au/
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


WIN BETTING – FAVOURITES MODEL 1
This model isolates tracks where favorites have performed well aligned with our Statfreaks data when ranked in our Top 4 runners in a race (Gold 

Stars)

Statfreaks Team Additional Notes

For any runner that meets the criteria on this shortlist, we highly 

recommend conducting additional form analysis, and isolating 

runners who settle in their favorable positions and get the right 

run-in transit.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Click here to get started with Win Betting on 

Betfair!

Filters Used:

http://www.rapro.com.au/
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


WIN BETTING – FAVOURITES MODEL 2
This model isolates riders who have performed well on favorites and aligned with our Statfreaks data when ranked in our Top 4 runners in a race 

(Gold Stars).

Statfreaks Team Additional Notes

For any runner that meets the criteria on this shortlist, we highly 

recommend conducting additional form analysis, and isolating 

runners who settle in their favorable positions and get the right 

run-in transit.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Click here to get started with Win Betting on 

Betfair!

Filters Used:

http://www.rapro.com.au/
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


VIRTUAL DATA TABLE – HORSE RACING QUICK BACKUP

Discover the power of our Greyhound Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

*Important note: 

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Any runner that meets this shortlist, we highly recommend conducting additional form analysis.

• Full Subscription Members, Click Here to access the virtual data table - Quick Backup Horses – 5 to 6 Days Last Start

• We have also created an analysis post on quick backup runners. Click here to read more..

NEW & ADDED 

TO WEBSITE!

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/greyhound-racing/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/quick-backup-horses-5-to-6-days-last-start-56828/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/quick-backup-horses-performance-analysis-56825/


VIRTUAL DATA TABLE – HORSE RACING 1ST UP

Discover the power of our Greyhound Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

*Important note: 

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Any runner that meets this shortlist, we highly recommend conducting additional form analysis.

• Full Subscription Members, Click Here to access the virtual data table - First-Up Horse Racing Trainers Rank 1-4

• We have also created an analysis post on first up horse racing trainers. Click here to read more..

NEW & ADDED 

TO WEBSITE!

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/greyhound-racing/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/first-up-horse-racing-trainers-rank-1-4-aus-56817/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/horse-trainer-first-up-analysis-au-56799/


GREYHOUNDS– TOP 
PERFORMERS - 2023 

This is a compilation of race runners who, when positioned within the Top 4 on our 

Statfreaks ratings, tend to exhibit commendable performance. We plan to re-

execute this query each month and present you with an update.

Consider adding these runners to your observation list. Whenever these runners 

are set to participate in a race, cross-check if they are positioned among our Top 4 

rankings. If they are, and the market shows promising value, you might be able to 

tap into a significant advantage.

Filters:

➢Data Quality =  100

➢Ranked In Top 4 of race

➢Year 2023.

Discover the power of our Greyhound Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

*Important note: 

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Any runner that meets this shortlist, we highly recommend conducting additional form analysis.

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/greyhound-racing/


CONTACT

WEB: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

MAIL: PO BOX 4063 ESSENDON FIELDS, AUSTRALIA, VICTORIA 3041

EMAIL: INFO@STATFREAKS.COM.AU

We hope you enjoyed our newsletter!

If you would like to request specific analysis to be included in upcoming newsletters, 

we encourage you to use the web contact form provided below. Your requested 

analysis may be considered for inclusion in our upcoming newsletters.

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/
mailto:info@statfreaks.com.au
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